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We can't sit at the feet of Mises at his famous Vienna private seminar. We can't go back in time

and attend his New York seminar, or follow him to the speaking engagements that he held in

the 1950s and '60s.But we do have access to what he said. He is warm, funny, passionate, and

learned. This book provides a candid look at the man and his teaching style. It demonstrates

his dazzling command over the material, and teaches in a breezier way than his treatises.This

volume contains nine lectures delivered over one week, from June 23 to July 3, 1952, at the

San Francisco Public Library. Mises was at his prime as a teacher and lecturer. He shares a

lifetime of learning on topics that were (and remain) central to American public life.As the title

indicates, his main focus is on Marxism. He discusses Marx and his place in the history of

ideas, the destruction wrought by his dangerous ideology, the manner in which his followers

have covered up his errors, and how the Marxists themselves have worked for so long to save

Marxism from itself. He discusses Marxist claims about history and refutes the Marxist smear

of the Industrial Revolution.The approach is systematic but casual, so the reader encounters

wonderful insights in the form of short asides. For example, "The worst thing that can happen

to a socialist is to have his country ruled by socialists who are not his friends."As a lecturer,

Mises is steady and relentless. The reader can nearly "hear" him speaking through the prose.

And there are times when he reveals a level of rhetorical passion that you would never

encounter in print. That's because what is printed here are not prepared lectures. They were

transcribed by Bettina Bien Greaves from what he actually said.Thus can we hear this

passage: "It is not true, as Marx said, that the improvements in technology are available only to

the exploiters and that the masses are living in a state much worse than on the eve of the

Industrial Revolution. Everything the Marxists say about exploitation is absolutely wrong! Lies!

In fact, capitalism made it possible for many persons to survive who wouldn't have

otherwise."Some readers of Mises's larger works have said that while his rigor is dazzling, the

man himself can seem remote. Whether or not you agree with this observation, Mises comes

across in these lectures as brilliant but very warm and charming in an old world sense.To

search for Mises Institute titles, enter a keyword and LvMI (short for Ludwig von Mises

Institute); e.g., Depression LvMI
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LUDWIG VON MISES delivered these nine lectures, which we have titled Marxism Unmasked,

from June 23 to July 3, 1952, in San Francisco at a seminar sponsored by The Freeman.

Ahistory teacher who received a scholarship to attend the program later wrote to the magazine

to say:The lectures themselves I found provocative, stimulating and highly rewarding. As a

classic exposition of the virtues of individualism and the evils of socialism, buttressed with an

impressive array of scholarship, they were unmatched.... I am not trying to say that I became

converted completely to the set of ideas that Dr. Mises and the Freeman represent. But I do

say that any student or teacher of the social sciences who fails to think deeply on these ideas

is negligent and ill-informed, if not worse. This feeling the seminar did leave me with. Certainly I

personally appreciate some of these ideas far more than I did a month ago.1It is worth

recalling the state of the world in 1952 when Ludwig von Mises gave these lectures.

Everywhere around the globe Soviet socialism seemed to be on the march. World War II had

left all of Eastern Europe in the grip of the Soviet Union. In 1949, mainland China had fallen



under the control of Mao Zedong’s communist armies. In June of 1950 the Korean War had

broken out, and in 1952 American armies under the UN flag were in a bloody stalemate along

the 38th parallel against the forces of North Korea and Communist China. The French were

immersed in a seemingly endless colonial conflict in Indochina against Ho Chi Minh’s

communist guerrilla army.In the West, large numbers of intellectuals were persuaded that

“history” was inescapably on the side of socialism, under the leadership Comrade Stalin in the

Kremlin. Communist parties in France and Italy had large memberships, and followed every

ideological twist and turn made by Moscow. Even many of those who rejected the brutality of

Soviet-style socialism still believed that economic planning was inevitable. A prominent political

scientist at the University of Chicago even declared in 1950 that “Planning is coming. Of this

there can be no doubt. The only question is whether it will be the democratic planning of a free

society, or totalitarian in character.”2In both Europe and the United States it was presumed that

capitalism, when left unregulated, could only lead to exploitation, misery, and social injustice.

Governments on both sides of the Atlantic were introducing ever more stringent interventionist

and welfare statist policies meant to ameliorate the supposed cruelty of the market economy.

And because of the “emergency” of the Korean War, the U.S. government had further burdened

the American people with a comprehensive system of wage and price controls that hampered

almost every aspect of economic activity.3The primary source and impetus for the global bias

toward socialism were the writings of Karl Marx (1818–1883). He claimed to have discovered

the invariant “laws” of human historical development that would lead to the demise of

capitalism and the triumph of socialism, followed by a final transition to a blissful, post-scarcity

communist world. During the intermediary socialist stage leading to communism, Marx

declared, there would be a “revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.” It would prevent

remnants of the old capitalist ruling class from trying to return to power and would “reeducate”

the workers into a “higher consciousness” free from the residues of the prior bourgeois

mentality.4What makes this entire process inescapable and irreversible, Marx insisted, is that

the physical means of production follow technological transformations in a series of historical

stages that are beyond man’s control. Each of these stages of transformation requires a

particular set of human institutional relationships for the full blossoming of that technology’s

potential. What men, in their limited and subjective views of the world, take to be the invariant

foundations of human life—morality, family, property, religious faith, customs and traditions, and

so on—are merely the temporary elements of a societal “superstructure” serving the ends of

the objective material forces of production during each of these historical epochs. Therefore,

even man’s “consciousness” about himself and the world around him is a product of his

particular place and role in this process of historical evolution.5Every man’s “class” position in

society, according to Marx, is determined by his relationship to the ownership of the means of

production. Those who own the means of production in capitalist society must, by historical

necessity, “exploit” the others who offer their labor services to them for hire. The capitalist class

lives off the labor of the working class by expropriating as “profit” a part of what the laborers in

their employ have produced. Hence, these two social classes are in irreconcilable conflict with

each other for the material rewards of human labor. This conflict reaches its climax with the

violent overthrow of the exploiters by the proletariat, who experience an increasing economic

misery during the final death throes of the capitalist system.6In the new socialist order that

replaces capitalism, the means of production will be nationalized and centrally planned for the

economic betterment of the vast majority of humanity, and no longer will be used only for the

profit-oriented benefit of the capitalist property owners. Economic planning will generate

material prosperity far exceeding anything experienced under capitalism; technological



advances and rising production will not only eliminate poverty but also push society to a level

of material abundance at which all physical wants and worries will be a thing of the past. This

final stage of communism will create a paradise on earth for all mankind.7Ludwig von Mises as

Critic of SocialismThere were many critics of socialism and Marxism in the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. One of the most outstanding was the French economist Paul Leroy-

Beaulieu, who in 1885 penned an extremely insightful and devastating analysis of collectivism,

addressing its dangers to both personal liberty and economic prosperity.8 In 1896 one of

Ludwig von Mises’s own professors at the University of Vienna, the internationally renowned

Austrian economist Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk, published the most damaging critique of Marx’s

labor theory of value and the accompanying idea of exploitation of labor under capitalism.9

There were even highly effective anti-utopian novels that depicted the disastrous effects to be

expected if a socialist regime were to come to power and impose central planning on

society.10But none of these writers was as penetrating in demonstrating the inherent

unworkability of a system of socialist central planning as Ludwig von Mises. During World War I

and its immediate aftermath there was an enthusiastic confidence that the age of government

planning had finally arrived. The wartime price and wage controls and production planning

boards imposed in virtually all the belligerent nations were considered by many the precursors

of continued peacetime planning. Following the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917, Lenin’s

Marxist regime imposed “war communism” in 1918, heralding it not only as an emergency

device to fight the anti-communist White armies during the three-year civil war in Russia, but

also as the great leap into the fully planned society. And following the end of the war in

November 1918, new Social Democratic Party governments in Germany and Austria declared

that the time for “socialization” and economic planning had finally arrived.11In 1919, at a

meeting of the Austrian Economic Society, Mises delivered a paper on “Economic Calculation

in the Socialist Commonwealth,” which was published in a leading German-language journal in

1920.12 He incorporated this article as the centerpiece in a comprehensive treatise on

collectivism that he published two years later in 1922, titled Socialism: An Economic and

Sociological Analysis in its English translation.13Mises observed that most of the earlier critics

of socialism had rightly pointed out that a system of comprehensive government planning of

economic affairs would create the worst tyranny ever experienced in human history. With all

production, employment, and distribution of output completely under the monopoly control of

the State, the fate and fortune of every individual would be at the mercy of the political

authority. In addition, these earlier opponents of socialism had cogently argued that with the

end of private property and freedom of enterprise, individuals would lose much of the self-

interested motivation for industry, innovation, and work effort that exists in a market

economy.But, Mises said, what had not been thoroughly examined and challenged was

whether a socialist economic system was even workable in practice. In other words, would the

socialist central planners be able to rationally and efficiently manage the everyday affairs of

economic life? His answer was no. In the market economy production is guided by the

expected consumer demand of the buying public. Businessmen and entrepreneurs, in the

quest to earn profits and avoid losses, must direct the resources at their disposal in a way that

minimizes their costs of production relative to the expected revenues from supplying goods and

services that consumers want to purchase.Money prices for both finished consumer goods and

the means of production facilitate the process. The prices for consumer goods tell

entrepreneurs what consumers want. The prices for the means of production—land, labor, and

capital—tell them the costs of producing those goods with different types of resources and raw

materials in different combinations. The entrepreneur’s task is to select that resource “mix” that



minimizes the expense of bringing goods to market in the quantities and qualities demanded

by consumers.The price attached to any one of those resources (whether it be land, labor, or

capital) reflects its value in alternative uses, as represented by the competing bids to purchase

or hire it by rival entrepreneurs who also seek to employ it for some production purpose in the

market. Unless the expected price for the finished good is able to cover the costs necessary to

employ a variety of resources to produce it, it is uneconomical—wasteful—to devote those

resources for its manufacture. As Mises later explained in his book on Bureaucracy, “To the

entrepreneur of capitalist society a factor of production through its price sends out a warning:

Don’t touch me, I am earmarked for the satisfaction of another, more urgent need” of the

consuming public.14This means that the price system of a competitive free market tends to

assure that the scarce resources of society are allocated and used in a way that best reflects

the wants and desires of all of us in our roles as consumers. Since one of the inescapable

elements of the world in which we live is constant change, every shift in consumer demand and

every modification in the availability and uses of those scarce resources are reflected in

changes in the market structure of relative prices. Such changes in the structure of market

prices provide new information to both producers and consumers that they may have to adjust

their buying, selling, and production decisions, given the new circumstances.Mises’s challenge

to the socialists was to argue that this “rationality” of the market, which constantly coordinated

selling prices with cost-prices, and supply with demand, would be totally absent under a

system of central planning. Prices emerge out of the buying and selling of the market

participants. But buying and selling are only possible with the institution of private property,

under which goods and resources are owned, used, and transferred through voluntary

exchange at the discretion of the owners.Furthermore, under capitalism the complex network

of market transactions is made possible through the use of a commonly accepted medium of

exchange—money. With all goods and resources bought and sold in the market through a

medium of exchange, their respective exchange values are all expressed in terms of the same

common denominator: their money prices. This common denominator of money prices enables

the process of “economic calculation,” i.e., the comparing of relative costs with selling

prices.The primary goal of practically all socialists in the nineteenth century and most of the

twentieth century was the abolition of private property, market competition, and money prices.

In their place, the State would nationalize the means of production, and as the “trustee” of the

interests of the “working class” would centrally plan all of society’s economic activities. The

central planning agency would determine what got produced, how and where it was produced,

and then distribute the resulting output to the members of the new “workers’ paradise.”Mises

showed that the end of private property would mean the end to economic rationality. Without

private ownership of the means of production—and no competitive market upon which rival

entrepreneurs could bid for those resources based on their profit-motivated estimates of their

respective values in producing goods desired by the consuming public—there would be no way

to know real and actual opportunity costs among the potential alternative uses for which they

might be applied. How, therefore, would the central planners know whether or not they were

misusing and wasting the resources of society in their production decisions? As Mises

summarized the dilemma, “It is not an advantage to be ignorant of whether or not what one is

doing is a suitable means of attaining the ends sought. A socialist management would be like a

man forced to spend his life blindfolded.”15Even if a socialist system were not controlled by

brutal dictators but instead by human “angels” who only wanted to do “good” for humanity, and

even if the incentives for work and industry were not reduced or eliminated through the

abolition of private property, Mises was able to demonstrate that the very institutional structure



of a socialist regime made it impossible for it to produce a material “heaven on earth” for

mankind superior to the productive and innovative efficiency of a functioning free-market

economy.16 It is what enabled Mises to declare in the early 1930s, when the appeal of socialist

planning around the world was reaching its zenith, that, “From the standpoint of both politics

and history, this proof is certainly the most important discovery made by economic theory.... It

alone will enable future historians to understand how it came about that the victory of the

socialist movement did not lead to the creation of the socialist order of society.”17Mises’s San

Francisco LecturesMises believed that any comprehensive critique of socialism had to deal

with more than merely its unworkability as an economic system, however central this was to

the case against socialism. It was also necessary to challenge and refute the philosophical and

political underpinnings of the socialist and Marxian conceptions of man and society. His 1922

book on Socialism attempted to do this in great detail. And he returned to this theme a few

years after he delivered these lectures in San Francisco in his work on Theory and

History.18What Mises offered those attending these lectures in late June and early July of

1952 was a clear understanding and insight into the fundamental errors and misconceptions to

be found in Marx’s theories of dialectical materialism and class warfare, as well as a historical

analysis of the real benefits from the Industrial Revolution that coincided with the emergence of

modern capitalist society. He also explains the role of savings, investment, and the profit and

loss system as the engines for economic and cultural progress, and which have helped

eliminate the poverty that has plagued mankind through most of history.In an especially

insightful lecture, Mises discusses the nature and workings of capital markets and the

importance of market-based interest rates free from government manipulation and inflation. In

addition, he shows that foreign investment in underdeveloped parts of the world have not been

the cause of poverty or exploitation, as socialists have constantly claimed, but the source of

accelerated prosperity and human improvement for tens of millions of people in these

countries.All of these arguments and analyses are placed in the wider context of individualism

versus collectivism, the importance of freedom for the dignity and betterment of every human

being, and the dangers from surrendering liberty and property to the paternalistic state.

Through it all, the reader is offered a vision of the classical-liberal ideal of the free and

prosperous society.As with an earlier series of lectures that Ludwig von Mises delivered in

1951, and which was published by FEE under the title The Free Market and Its Enemies,19 a

unique quality of Marxism Unmasked is that it captures Mises as teacher. Unlike many of his

longer, more formal writings, these lectures are peppered with numerous historical asides and

common-sense examples that convey the ease and spirit of the spoken word.These lectures,

like the earlier ones, were taken down, word for word, in shorthand and then transcribed by

Bettina Bien Greaves, a long-time former senior staff member at the Foundation for Economic

Education. Mrs. Greaves is one of the leading experts on the ideas and writings of Ludwig von

Mises, and her deep appreciation for his contributions to economic theory and policy is

reflected in the care with which she transcribed these lectures for eventual publication. They

would not be available now in print if not for her dedication and diligent scholarship, for which

we are all especially grateful.When Mises delivered these lectures Marxian socialism seemed

to be conquering the world. Despite the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the collapse of the

Soviet Union in 1991, Marxian criticisms of capitalist society still set the tone for those around

the world who persistently hope for the end of human freedom and the market economy.20 For

that reason, what Mises had to say more than 50 years ago still has much meaning for us

today.But now, simply enjoy “listening” to the mind of one of the greatest economists of the

twentieth century as you read this book._____________1 Letter from Robert Miller, “From a
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FIVE LECTURES IN THIS SERIES will be on philosophy, not on economics. Philosophy is

important because everybody, whether or not he knows it, has a definite philosophy, and his

philosophical ideas guide his actions.The philosophy of today is that of Karl Marx [1818–1883].

He is the most powerful personality of our age. Karl Marx and the ideas of Karl Marx—ideas



which he did not invent, develop, or improve, but which he combined into a system—are widely

accepted today, even by many who emphatically declare that they are anti-communist and anti-

Marxist. To a considerable extent, without knowing it, many people are philosophical Marxists,

although they use different names for their philosophical ideas.Marxists today speak of

Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism. Volumes are written today in Russia about the contributions of

[Vladimir Ilyich] Lenin [1870–1924] and [Josef] Stalin [1879–1953]. Yet the system remains

what it was in the days of Karl Marx; Marxism is in effect petrified. Lenin contributed only very

strong invectives against his adversaries; Stalin contributed nothing. Thus, it is questionable to

call any of these contributions “new,” when we realize that the most important contribution of

Marx to this philosophy was published in 1859.1It takes a long time for ideas to conquer the

world. When Marx died in 1883, his name was by and large unknown. A few newspapers

reported in a couple of lines that Karl Marx, the author of various books, had died. Eugen von

Böhm-Bawerk [1851–1914] published a critique of Marx’s economic ideas2 in 1896, but it was

only 20 years later that people began to consider Marx a philosopher.The ideas of Marx and of

his philosophy truly dominate our age. The interpretation of current events and the

interpretation of history in popular books, as well as in philosophical writings, novels, plays,

and so forth, are by and large Marxist. At the center is the Marxian philosophy of history. From

this philosophy is borrowed the term “dialectical,” which is applied to all his ideas. But this is not

so important as it is to realize what Marxist materialism means.Materialism has two different

meanings. The first refers exclusively to ethical problems. A material man is interested only in

material things––food, drink, shelter––not in art, culture, and so forth. In this sense, the

majority of men are materialists. The second meaning of materialism refers to a special group

of solutions proposed to a basic philosophical problem––the relation between the human mind

or soul on the one side, and the human body and the physiological functions of the body on the

other side. Various answers to this problem have been offered––among them religious

answers. We know very well that there is a connection between body and mind; surgery has

proved that certain damages to the brain bring about certain changes in the function of the

human mind. However, materialists of this second variety explain all manifestations of the

human mind as products of the body.Among these philosophical materialists, there are two

schools of thought:A. One school considers man as a machine. This machine variety of

materialists say these problems are very simple––the human “machine” works precisely as any

other machine works. A Frenchman, Julien de La Mettrie [1709–1751], wrote a book containing

this idea, Man, the Machine; and today many people still want to explain all operations of the

human mind, directly or indirectly, as if they were mechanical operations. For instance, see the

Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. One of the contributors, a teacher at the New School for

Social Research, says the newborn child is like a Ford car, ready to run. Perhaps! But a

machine, a newborn Ford, does not run by itself. A machine doesn’t achieve anything, doesn’t

do anything alone––it is always men or a number of men who achieve something by means of

the machine. Someone must run the machine. If the operation of the man ceases, the

operation of the machine ceases too. We must ask this professor of the New School for Social

Research, “Who runs the machine?” The answer would destroy the materialist machine

doctrine.People also talk sometimes about “feeding” the machine, as if it were alive. But, of

course, it isn’t alive. Then too people sometimes say the machine suffers a “nervous

breakdown.” But how can an object without nerves suffer a nervous breakdown? This machine

doctrine has been repeated again and again, but it is not very realistic. We don’t have to deal

with it because no serious men really believe it.B. The physiological doctrine put forth by the

second class of materialists is more important. This doctrine was formulated in a primitive way



by Ludwig Feuerbach [1804–1872] and Karl Vogt [1817–1895] in the early days of Karl Marx.

This idea was that thoughts and ideas are “simply” secretions of the brain. (No materialist

philosopher ever fails to use the world “simply.” That means, “I know, but I can’t explain it.”)

Today scientists know that certain pathological conditions cause certain secretions, and that

certain secretions cause certain activities in the brain. But these secretions are chemically the

same for all people in the same situation and condition. However, ideas and thoughts are not

the same for all people in the same situation and condition; they are different.First, ideas and

thoughts are not tangible. And second, the same external factors do not produce the same

reaction with everybody. An apple once fell from a tree and hit a certain young man [Isaac

Newton]. This may have happened to many other young men before, but this particular

happening challenged this particular young man and he developed some ideas from it.But

people do not always have the same thoughts when they are presented with the same facts.

For instance, in school some learn; some don’t. There are differences in men.Bertrand Russell

[1872–1970] asked, “What is the difference between men and stones?” He said there was no

difference except that men react to more stimuli than do stones. But actually there is a

difference. Stones react according to a definite pattern which we can know; we can anticipate

what will happen to a stone if it is treated in a certain way. But men don’t all react the same way

when treated a certain way; we cannot establish such categories of actions for men. Thus,

even though many people think physiological materialism is a solution, it actually leads to a

dead end. If it were really the solution to this problem, it would mean that in any event we could

know the way everyone would react. We cannot even imagine what the consequences would

be if everybody knew what everybody else was going to do.
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Bobby33x, “The great, intoxicating LIE!.

Marxism=Socialism=Communism=Fascism=Corporatism, Marx propagated one of the greatest

& most monstrous LIES in human history! This LIE has brought misery and death to countless

MILLIONS in the 20th Century alone! I'm reminded by the recent release of "OPERATION

FINALE'" and how Hollywood is always making movies about the horrors of Nazism, yet I'm

hard pressed to think of many movies made about how murderous - FAR MORE

MURDEROUS THAN THE NAZIS - the Socialists were! And in recent polls in the USA, they

show young people believe more in Socialism than Capitalism! Unbelievable! These dopey

young folks need to read this book to get a dose of how EVIL Socialism really is!!!”

A. Baponba, “Thorough. That's the only way to describe this book: thorough. This is not a light

read. It is an exercise in critical thinking about socialism.Now, socialism is an ideology tailor-

made for people suffering from:A. megalomaniaB. inferiority complexes for which they feel

obligated to compensateC. insatiable envyD. persistent spiteand a host of other mental

deficiencies and psychological problems. This book, in discussing the multiple flaws and

deficiencies of this fascist ideology (yes, fascism is just another variant of socialism), lets the

reader understand why many low-intelligence people, and people with the type of problems

listed above, are attracted to socialism.This alone makes the book valuable. But the essence of

the book is the coherent explanation of the fallacies and non-sequiturs of socialism. It is a clear

explanation of why socialism belongs in the garbage dump of history and not on the lips of the

buffoons who currently espouse it.”

Theodore the Little, “It is about time the useless theory of Karl Marx was abandoned once and

for .... It is about time the useless theory of Karl Marx was abandoned once and for all, it has

brought nothing but trouble wherever it has been used.This is an excellent evaluation of an

atheistic materialistic  system and shows how it has never worked and why it never will work..”

HouTexan, “Excellent explanation of Marxism and its many fallacies. Very clear and obviously

intended for a popular audience. This short series lets the reader understand why and how

Marxism fails, rather than just hearing once again that it doesn’t.”

Jeff K., “Very Enlightening. Very enlightening. This is the 4th book of Mises I've read. In this

series of lectures, he really delves into Marxism, from the bulk of Marx's writings as opposed to

his popular books, and as Marxism is presented by advocates up to the 1952 date of these

lectures. An excellent way to get beneath all the chattering of contemporary Marxist/

socialists.The last 4 lectures delve into capitalism, modern civilization, foreign investment, etc.

Nothing new for me due to my earlier reading, but the way he presents really caused me to

make connections and see into the topics. Worth the price and effort for the clear economics

in these lectures  even if you aren't interested in learning of Marxism.”

codycoyote, “Marxism unmasked. Unlike some books on this subject, the average person can

actually make sense of and understand this book. There are those who present books on this

subject who seem to try to mire a reader in politics rather than explain the economics that are

so important in understanding the subject.”

TrialAuthor, “A clear explanation of the evils of communism. In many of his books, Von Mises is

usually wordy and often difficult to follow. But in this book of lectures, he is easy to understand.”



St Germain, “Recommended. Interesting lectures on Capitalism vs Socialism. I am not an

economist but I was able to soldier thru his writings.”

Tobin, “Mises concise. If you read Mises before, everything in here will be familiar to you. He

concentrates, as he does in "Socialism" on Marxism as an oppressive philosophy that has to

end in Tyranny. It is a bit shorter than the book, which explains his argument better. I bought

this mostly to get an impression of Mises "voice", though mostly I would observe that his

language here is chosen to be simpler than when he writes.”

Paul Fredric, “Brilliant expose of every single aspect of Marxist ideology. My own further

education in the perils of socialism.”

Kleybson, “Great book. Its a great book if you want to undestand the socialist/communist

mentality (the title already says that) and if you want to see the importance of the capitalism

and what is the true capitalism and its benefits”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The writer compared communism with capitalism and why communism

failed .... The writer compared communism with capitalism and why communism failed in many

countries. Capitalism is the thought process of making profits and accumulating capital. Saved

capital can be used to expand business and create jobs. The book didn’t explain the role of

new technology in ellliminating jobs. Middle class see the technology as a job killer and that

accumulated wealth is not shared in society at large.”

Miklos Roth, “Marxism unmasked. Exceptional, governments over the world should ban all

social studies courses and make this book and others from this author a study subjects!”

The book by Ludwig von Mises has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 114 people have provided

feedback.
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